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 Bullets were   being sprayed, folks were  being murdered, but despite  all this 

devotees would move madly forward to have bullets right in their chests. There was no

fear, but a trance of having martyrdom; the foremost objective of the old ones, the

youngsters and the kids alike. Heavens witnessed more than ten thousands martyrs .None

of them was lusty of wealth, personality recognition and fame .The innocents were

victimized neither by Hindus, Christians nor by Jews, nor were they a prey to U.S or Israeli

forces, rather they were inhabitants of a sacred land. Then the Ideological Islamic State of

ours was just six years old.

 The innocent victims had no demands from rulers except to urge them to ensure the 

sacredness of the Holy Prophet (upon whom be peace and blessings) in whose name the

state was created. This was right time to demand so. The invisible foreign Godfathers 

created such a situation with the help of Pakistani foreign minister, Zafarullah Qadiani that

if they wouldn't have been restricted by Khatm-e-Nabowat Movement in 1953, majority of

population would have gone apostate with their heads, Qadianis.

 Soon after the creation of Pakistan, Qadianis became tools of international forces. 

Visionaries of Majlis-e-Ahrar-Islam, timely perceived this situation  and their delegation

unveiled all this to the then premier of Pakistan, Liaqat Ali Khan and  presented him a facts

carrying secret file about  Qadiani-Israeli covert relations  .Later on, the Governor General

Khwaja Nazimudin was also told about all this and Zafarullah's  ouster was demanded

because of his conspiracies.But Nazimudin turned down this demand by saying  that if

Zafarullah would be  sacked ,the Britain will cease wheat supply to Pakistan. Nazimudin's

answer shows how our rulers have been negligent of the faith on Khatma-e-Nabowat and

how much the interference of external forces has been in our country. Leaders of Ahrar,

find no way to counter Qadiani conspiracies, and ultimately the sacred Khatm-e-Nabowat

Movement was started in 1953, to harness Qadiani conspiracies with peaceful

demonstrations. Majlis-e-Ahrar urged for the establishment of All Parties Working Council
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